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On an Extension of the Helly's

Theorem

By Hidehiko YAMABE
The theorem that we shall prove in this note is an extension of
the Helly's theorem1), which makes it possible to improve the Weierstrass's approximation theorem. The theorem is as follows.
THEOREM. Let M be a dense and convex set in a normed linear
space E, not necessarily complete, and let f l 9 f z , ..., fn be n linear
functίonals over E, Then for any element a in E there exists b G M
in an 8-neighbourhood2) of a so that
Proof.

A G O = /«(&),
(i = l, 2, ..., ri).
We may assume that
J"βl *i Λ 00'φ const,

(1)

3

unless every κt is zero. )
If for (n + ϊ) points x0, x±, ..., xn arbitrary taken in E, there
should exist O-hl) real numbers λ 0 , λ α , ..., \n with

(2)
so that

= l, 2, ..., ri)

(3)

then

det

A

/i GO

/ W OΌ)
1

/»(»„)
1

= 0

Therefore there would exist n real numbers κt not all of which are
zero so that
This contradicts the hypothesis (1). So there do not exist (w-fl) real
numbers λ^(/ = 0, 1, ... , ri) satisfying the condition (2), (3).
1) Helly. Monats>hefte fur Math, und Phys. Bd. 31 (1921).
2) ε-neighbourhood of a means the set {* }| x-a 1! <^ ε} .
.3) In this note small greek letters denote real numbers.
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Now let us consider the continuous mapping F(x) from E intp
the n-dirnensional euclidean space Rn in such a way that
Then we may choose (w-fl) point;s α, α^ , ...... , #M, such that F(a) ,
F (xj , E (x^) , ...... , F(a?w) are linearly independent in Rn because of
that fact above shown. Furthermore we may take 6, e Λf (j = 1, 2,
...... , n) sufficiently near to x3 so that F (α) , F(&,) ...... , ίτ(6J are also
linearly independent, and
||&,-α||<6.
(4)
Near the point z = (1-f n δ) α — 8 ^ =j 6.;, where the positive number δ is so small that || z— a \\ <^£/2, we can take bϋ so that
|| b0-a ||<<?,
(5)
and for some μ} (1 <, j < n} ,

F(60) = (l + w δ +
This means

From (7)

Put

<*ϋ =

-I

i „„ ^ i

\ '"

I

X-i-,..

ί

(9)
α,^_

and take ί>0 so near to z that \ μ} \ <^S , then
«^^0.

(;=0, 1, ... , n)

Put 6 = Σ}=u αj 6j in M . Then
/ι(«0 = /,(6),

(* = 1, 2, ..

(10)

Extension of the HelΓys Theorem.
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and we have from (5) and (11)
and thus the theorem is proved.
Now let us take " (C) ", the space of continuous functions defined
on [0, 1] , in place of E with the norm defined as usual, and P, the
aggregate of polynomials, in place of M, then we shall have the theorem :
THEOREM. For a g (£) e (C) we can take a polynomial p ( f ) £ P such
that for an arbitrarily small positive 8 and for n linear functional^
Φt (i = l, 2, ..., n),
sup
g (ί) - p (f) <•£ ,
/€[0.1]

Φ/ (0 (*)) = Φ* (?> (*)) (Received October 20, 1949)

(ί = 1, 2, ... , w)

